The Nothingness Of Ben Brad Boney
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience about lesson, amusement, as without difficulty as concord can be gotten by just
checking out a ebook The Nothingness Of Ben Brad Boney moreover it is not directly done, you could undertake even more approximately this
life, in this area the world.
We present you this proper as capably as easy quirk to acquire those all. We have enough money The Nothingness Of Ben Brad Boney and
numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the midst of them is this The Nothingness Of Ben Brad Boney
that can be your partner.

The Literature of Waste S. Morrison 2014-01-14 Tracing the material and metaphoric waste through the western canon, Morrison disrupts
traditional perceptions to understand how we theorize, manage, and are implicated in waste. A major contribution to the growing field of Waste
Studies, this book urges the reader to see disposal as the creation of waste literature itself.
Hate to Want You Alisha Rai 2017-07-25 Alisha Rai, one of contemporary romance’s brightest stars, makes her Avon Books debut with the
first novel in the sexy Forbidden Hearts series! One night. No one will know. That was the deal. Every year, Livvy Kane and Nicholas Chandler
would share one perfect night of illicit pleasure. The forbidden hours let them forget the tragedy that haunted their pasts—and the last names
that made them enemies. Until the night she didn’t show up. Now Nicholas has an empire to run. He doesn’t have time for distractions and
Livvy’s sudden reappearance in town is a major distraction. She’s the one woman he shouldn’t want . . . so why can’t he forget how right
she feels in his bed? Livvy didn’t come home for Nicholas, but fate seems determined to remind her of his presence—and their past. Although
the passion between them might have once run hot and deep, not even love can overcome the scandal that divided their families. Being
together might be against all the rules . . . but being apart is impossible. One of Amazon's Best Romances of the Month & Best Romances of
2017!
The Return Brad Boney 2013-07 Music. Topher Manning rarely thinks about anything else, but his day job as a mechanic doesn't exactly
mesh with his rock star ambitions. Unless he can find a way to unlock all the songs in his head, his band will soon be on the fast track to
obscurity. Then the South by Southwest music festival and a broken-down car drop New York critic Stanton Porter into his life. Stanton offers
Topher a ticket to the Bruce Springsteen concert, where a hesitant kiss and phantom vibrations from Topher's cell phone kick off a love story
that promises to transcend ordinary possibility.
Shattered Glass Dani Alexander 2012-04-10 A male prostitute, a mangy cat, a murder and an obsession that threatens his career, his
impending marriage and his life. Nothing is going as planned for Austin Glass. Austin Glass seems to have it all, A loving fiancee, a future with
the FBI and a healthy sized trust fund. At least on the surface. He also has a grin and a wisecrack for every situation. But the smile he
presents to the world hides a painful past he's buried too deeply to remember, and his quips mask bitterness and insecurity. Austin has himself
and most of the whole world fooled-until he meets a redhead in a pair of bunny slippers. As events unfold in the biggest case of his life,
Austin's carefully planned future unravels, and he finds himself pushed into making quick, life-changing decisions. But can he trust himself or
anything he feels, when each event seems to be just a series of volatile reactions?
Shakespeare's Scribe Gary Blackwood 2002-02-18 When an outbreak of the deadly Black Plague closes the Globe Theatre, William
Shakespeare's acting troupe sets off on a tour of England. Widge, the orphan-turned-actor, knows that he'll be useful on the trip. Not only does
he love the stage, but his knack for a unique shorthand has proven him one of the most valuable apprentices in the troupe. But then a
mysterious man appears, claiming to know a secret from Widge's past-a secret that may forever force him from the theatre he loves. "An
exciting, well-written tale that is sure to leave [readers] clamoring for more." (School Library Journal, starred review)
Winter Passing Cindy McCormick Martinusen 2000 A young woman investigates the dying words of her grandmother to discover a story of
lost love during the Second World War. Original.
Hot Thespian Action! Robin Whittaker 2008 In Hot Thespian Action! Robin Whittaker argues that new plays can thrive in amateur theatres,
which have freedoms unavailable to professional companies. He proves it with ten relevant, engaging playscripts originally produced by one of
Canada's longest-running theatres, Edmonton's acclaimed Walterdale Theatre Associates. This collection challenges notions that amateur
theatre is solely a phenomenon of the pre-professional past. Whittaker makes an important contribution to Canadian theatre studies with the
first North American anthology in 80 years to collect plays first produced by a nonprofessionalized theatre company.
Aseptolin Cyrus Edson 1896
The Eskimo Slugger Brad Boney 2014-09-29 As Trent's feelings for Brendan grow, he's faced with an impossible dilemma. Does he abandon
a future with Brendan or leave baseball behind?
Wild Magic Cat Weatherill 2010-09-05 When the Pied Piper enchanted the children of Hamelin and led them away, Mari and her brother,
Jakob, followed his song. Now they are trapped in a beautiful but cruel world inhabited by a horrid Beast. Finding a way to escape will require
some wild magic, in this powerful story of a family torn apart by tragedy, and the magical adventure that heals them.
Shimmer Jennifer McBride 2014-09-01 Strong protagonists of both genders face friendship, decision-making, and moralityKora, a powerful
genie and the heir to the Genesian throne, is suddenly banished to Earth to keep her safe after her homeland is threatened. Meanwhile,
everything is going wrong in David’s life on Earth. When he accidentally summons Kora from her globe, his whole world is turned upsidedown, and her magic powers might just be the solution to the chaos. But commanding a genie is notoriously tricky—especially when she’s also
an angry teenage girl. Unable to part from each other, and with their loved ones in danger, Kora and David discover that the best way to help
themselves is to first help each other. This topical tale deals with contemporary adolescent issues and features an interesting character
dynamic.
Bear, Otter, and the Kid Tj Klune 2015-11-26 Three years ago, Bear McKenna s mother took off for parts unknown with her new boyfriend,
leaving Bear to raise his six-year-old brother Tyson, aka the Kid. Somehow they ve muddled through, but since he s totally devoted to the Kid,
Bear isn t actually doing much living with a few exceptions, he s retreated from the world, and he s mostly okay with that. Until Otter comes
home. Otter is Bear s best friend s older brother, and as they ve done for their whole lives, Bear and Otter crash and collide in ways neither
expect. This time, though, there s nowhere to run from the depth of emotion between them. Bear still believes his place is as the Kid s
guardian, but he can t help thinking there could be something more for him in the world... something or someone. "

Bogman R.I. Olufsen 2015-07-01 When a mummified foot, a pile of bones and a split skull are discovered in a Danish bog, is it a case for the
police or archaeologists? It becomes a case for Chief Inspector Tobias Lange when it is confirmed the remains are those of a young male,
early twenties, beaten to death with a blunt instrument about two decades earlier. Tobias finds himself on the trail of eco-warriors, Sami
protesters safeguarding reindeer rights in Lapland and a disaffected young woman estranged from her family. Then another incomplete set of
human bones turns up, and then another. When the trail takes a turn into a murky world of sex trafficking and illegal immigrants, Tobias starts
to fear for his eco-warrior daughter Agnes…
Alex D Alex 2021-07-14 I'm harboring a little secret... Okay, maybe a not so little secret - I've been banging my grumpy older boss. We've
been hooking up for months now, and I think it's time we stop sneaking around. I want more. I need more. I'm ready to tell the world he's mine.
If I confront him with the truth of my feelings will he flee or agree? Inside this short, hot mm romance you'll find: May December romance,
grumpy & sunshine personalities, sleeping with the boss, office romance, secret lovers, Kinky Boots, and more!
Yes Brad Boney 2015-03-16 On his fortieth birthday, Ian buys a magical chocolate and wakes up two decades younger. He plans to right past
mistakes and find happiness
Black List Brad Thor 2013-05-21 When his name is added to a secret government list of individuals slated for assassination, counterterrorism
operative Scot Harvath engages in a high-stakes game of survival while struggling to prevent a terrorist attack and learn who has framed him
for treason.
Epilogue II Brad Thor 2013-10-08 If you read and loved the #1 New York Times bestseller Hidden Order, enjoy this free bonus chapter.
Experience the suspense and thrills only Brad Thor can write in Epilogue II, a shocking alternate ending to Hidden Order.
Campus Visit Stella Huerto 2018-11-24 Damian Garza and Alex Murphy became best friends in their closed-minded California small town,
remained inseparable through Alex's coming out, and have stayed close while studying at different colleges. They're close enough that
Damian dares a shocking e-mail confession: he's bisexual and wants to experiment with men. With Alex. It's supposed to be a simple friendswith-benefits arrangement, one weekend only. Then one weekend turns into two, then three, then a whole season of unexpected passion. But
life after graduation can't be ignored; soon Damian will be obliged to return to his family's orange groves, and Alex will fly off to his dream job
in Europe. Unless they can admit their feelings to each other and the world, their time as best friends may be over.
Celebrities, Culture and Cyberspace McKenzie Wark 1999 In a series of entertaining essays, this wide-ranging book looks at the impact of the
media on Australian life and politics, and anlyses key images and stories that shape our perceptions at century's end. Topics include
Americanisation, feminism, pop, pay TV, the Internet, political correctness, Mabo, and the republican convention.
Luca D Alex 2021-07-14 Peter loved everything about Luca St. Clair. He was funny and hot, he took great care of his car (something Peter,
an auto mechanic adored), but there was one thing that Peter just couldn't wrap his head around - Luca's job. In the face of love will Peter be
able to set aside his fears and choose love? Or will he let Mr. St. Clair slip through his fingers? What You'll Get In This Short Gay M/M
Romantic Comedy: hurt/comfort instalove poor/rich fish out of water sexy times ex-fiance coming out And so much more!
Sweet Young Thang Anne Tenino 2013-07-22 When Plan A fails, turn to Man A. Thanks to Collin Montes, Theta Alpha Gamma now
welcomes gay and bisexual students. Persuading his Uncle Monty, president of the TAG Alumni Association, that the open approach won't
adversely affect TAG's reputation is Collin's own first step toward coming out. As long as there are no repercussions, he'll escape the closet by
graduation. Enter repercussions, stage left: someone rigs the TAG House water heater to launch through the ceiling, then plants a bomb —
thankfully unsuccessful — in the fraternity's basement. Now Collin has his hands full not only trying to convince his uncle that this might not be
the work of homophobes, but also dealing with a fratful of brothers worried about their kegger fridge. Paramedic Eric Dixon can't stop thinking
about the kid he met during a call at his former college fraternity house. The age gap between them is trumped by sexy eyes, so when Eric
sees Collin again at the bomb scene, he pursues him. Soon, Eric is dreaming of being a househusband, fighting to keep Collin safe from
whoever's trying to destroy the fraternity, and helping his sweet young thang realize that repercussions sometimes have silver linings.
Learning Go Programming Vladimir Vivien 2016-10-26 An insightful guide to learning the Go programming language About This Book
Insightful coverage of Go programming syntax, constructs, and idioms to help you understand Go code effectively Push your Go skills, with
topics such as, data types, channels, concurrency, object-oriented Go, testing, and network programming Each chapter provides working code
samples that are designed to help reader quickly understand respective topic Who This Book Is For If you have prior exposure to programming
and are interested in learning the Go programming language, this book is designed for you. It will quickly run you through the basics of
programming to let you exploit a number of features offered by Go programming language. What You Will Learn Install and configure the Go
development environment to quickly get started with your first program. Use the basic elements of the language including source code
structure, variables, constants, and control flow primitives to quickly get started with Go Gain practical insight into the use of Go's type system
including basic and composite types such as maps, slices, and structs. Use interface types and techniques such as embedding to create
idiomatic object-oriented programs in Go. Develop effective functions that are encapsulated in well-organized package structures with support
for error handling and panic recovery. Implement goroutine, channels, and other concurrency primitives to write highly-concurrent and safe Go
code Write tested and benchmarked code using Go's built test tools Access OS resources by calling C libraries and interact with program
environment at runtime In Detail The Go programming language has firmly established itself as a favorite for building complex and scalable
system applications. Go offers a direct and practical approach to programming that let programmers write correct and predictable code using
concurrency idioms and a full-featured standard library. This is a step-by-step, practical guide full of real world examples to help you get
started with Go in no time at all. We start off by understanding the fundamentals of Go, followed by a detailed description of the Go data types,
program structures and Maps. After this, you learn how to use Go concurrency idioms to avoid pitfalls and create programs that are exact in
expected behavior. Next, you will be familiarized with the tools and libraries that are available in Go for writing and exercising tests,
benchmarking, and code coverage. Finally, you will be able to utilize some of the most important features of GO such as, Network
Programming and OS integration to build efficient applications. All the concepts are explained in a crisp and concise manner and by the end of
this book; you would be able to create highly efficient programs that you can deploy over cloud. Style and approach The book is written to
serve as a reader-friendly step-by-step guide to learning the Go programming language. Each topic is sequentially introduced to build on
previous materials covered. Every concept is introduced with easy-to-follow code examples that focus on maximizing the understanding of the
topic at hand.
The Romance of Madame Tussaud's John Theodore Tussaud 2020-09-28 This is a fascinating book and its fascination consists in two things
attaching to its subject: first that the famous collection of modelled portraits which has become a sort of national institution in England under
the name of “Madame Tussaud’s” has its roots in the greatest period of modern history, the French Revolution; second, in that the complete
and growing record has passed through so many changes and has yet survived. Even though the famous collection had dealt with nothing
more than the main figures of the Revolution and of the great wars that followed it, it would have been a possession of permanent and lasting
historical value. I am not sure that if it had so remained, stopped short at the effigies of those now long dead, it would not now receive a

greater respect. It might well in that case have become something recognised as a national possession, protected and preserved by the
national government. For the prolongation of the record right on into our own time, while it very greatly increases the real value of the
collection as a piece of historical evidence, yet deprives it of that illusion which men cannot avoid where history is concerned: the illusion that
things thoroughly passed are in some way greater and of more consequence than contemporary things. This continuity of the great
collection—so long as it is maintained with judgment in selection and without too much yielding to momentary fame is none the less a thing to
be very thankful for. Already those of us who, like the present writer, are well on into middle age, can judge how the younger generation is
beginning to regard as historical these simulacra, which, when they were first modelled, seemed in our own youth insignificant because they
were contemporary. To our children (who are now grown and are young men and women), Disraeli, Gladstone, Bismarck—all the group that
were old but living men in the eighties (Disraeli died at the beginning of them, Bismarck long after their close)—are what to us were LouisPhilippe, Garibaldi, Palmerston, and the process properly continued will be invaluable. We have already more than 130 years of record. There
is no reason why it should not extend to the two centuries.
The Dome Drivers Manual James Crump 2019-05-20 Enchanted Rock State Natural Area is a Texas Parks and Wildlife park in the Hill
Country of Texas with a rich history of Rock Climbing. The Dome Drivers Manual is a climbing guidebook that includes historical references
and descriptions of the climbing in the park.
Bone Detective Lorraine Jean Hopping 2008-08-11 Discusses the life and many specific achievements of forensic anthropologist Diane
France.
A Pure Solar World Paul Youngquist 2016-10-25 Sun Ra said he came from Saturn. Known on earth for his inventive music and extravagant
stage shows, he pioneered free-form improvisation in an ensemble setting with the devoted band he called the “Arkestra.” Sun Ra took jazz
from the inner city to outer space, infusing traditional swing with far-out harmonies, rhythms, and sounds. Described as the father of
Afrofuturism, Sun Ra created “space music” as a means of building a better future for American blacks here on earth. A Pure Solar World:
Sun Ra and the Birth of Afrofuturism offers a spirited introduction to the life and work of this legendary but underappreciated musician,
composer, and poet. Paul Youngquist explores and assesses Sun Ra’s wide-ranging creative output—music, public preaching, graphic design,
film and stage performance, and poetry—and connects his diverse undertakings to the culture and politics of his times, including the space
race, the rise of technocracy, the civil rights movement, and even space-age bachelor-pad music. By thoroughly examining the astro-black
mythology that Sun Ra espoused, Youngquist masterfully demonstrates that he offered both a holistic response to a planet desperately in
need of new visions and vibrations and a new kind of political activism that used popular culture to advance social change. In a nation
obsessed with space and confused about race, Sun Ra aimed not just at assimilation for the socially disfranchised but even more at a
wholesale transformation of American society and a more creative, egalitarian world.
Griffin of Darkwood Becky Citra 2016-07-22 After 12-year-old Will Poppy’s mother dies, he finds himself moving to a run-down castle with an
aunt he loathes and servants who are up to no good – and that’s just the beginning of his troubles.
Brothers Across Time Brad Boney 2018-09-05 Two bridges o'er water, one bound to the other, from present to future, from brother to brother.
Tony Bass longs for an adventure, and on a sleepless night in 1997, fate is about to deliver. His random encounter with twin brothers at first
seems unremarkable, since it takes more than period costumes to stand out in Austin, Texas. When pressed for an explanation, the twins
make an astonishing confession. They have traveled across time from sixteenth-century Venice. Once Tony learns their enchanted gondola
goes both ways, he convinces his brother Frank to take a vacation to 1590. There, Tony meets the beautiful and enigmatic Isabella, the
daughter of a Venetian senator. But what begins as an innocent flirtation ends in crisis when Isabella gives birth to twin sons. The boys must
be separated and raised in different centuries. Eighteen years later, an American teenager boards the gondola and returns to the past to find
his brother. While a struggling young man in old-world Padua embraces an unexpected future, which might just include romance with a
handsome stranger. This sweeping saga of family and friendship spans four centuries, three love stories, two generations-with one
unassuming but kick-ass gondola...
Edge of Living H. L. Day 2018-10-27 Sometimes, death can feel like the only escape.It's been a year since Alex stopped living. He exists. He
breathes. He pretends to be like everyone else. But, he doesn't live. Burdened by memories, he dreams of the day when he can finally be free.
Until that time comes, he keeps everybody at bay. It's been easy so far. But he never factored in, meeting a man like Austin.Hard-working
mechanic Austin has always gone for men as muscular as himself. So, it's a mystery why he's so bewitched by the slim, quiet man with the
soulful brown eyes who works in the library. The magnetic attraction is one thing, but the protective instincts are harder to fathom. Austin's
sure though, that if he can only earn Alex's trust then the two of them could be perfect together.A tentative relationship begins. But Alex's
secrets run deep. Far deeper than Austin could ever envisage. Time is ticking. Events are coming to a head, and love is never a magic cure.
Oblivious to the extent of Alex's pain, can Austin discover the truth? Or is he destined to be left alone, only able to piece together the
fragments of his boyfriend's history, once its already too late? Trigger warning: Please be aware that this story deals with suicidal ideation. If
this is a subject you find uncomfortable, then this book is not recommended.
Suspended Somewhere Between Akbar Ahmed 2011-05-01 Akbar Ahmed’s Suspended Somewhere Between is a collection of poetry from
the man the BBC calls “the world’s leading authority on contemporary Islam.” A mosaic of Ahmed’s life, which has traversed cultural and
religious barriers, this book of verse is personal with a vocal range from introspective and reflective to romantic and emotive to historical and
political. The poems take the reader from the forbidding valleys and mountains of Waziristan in the tribal areas of Pakistan to the think tanks
and halls of power in Washington, DC; from the rustic tranquility of Cambridge to the urban chaos of Karachi. The collection spans half a
century of writing and gives the reader a front row seat to the drama of a world in turmoil. Can there be more drama than Ahmed’s first
memories as a boy of four on a train through the killing fields of North India during the partition of the subcontinent in 1947? Or the breakup of
Pakistan into two counties amidst mass violence in 1971? Yet, in the midst of change and uncertainty, there is the optimism and faith of a man
with confidence in his fellow man and in the future, despite the knowledge that perhaps the problems and challenges of the changing world
would prove to be too great. Ahmed’s poetry was a constant source of solace and renewal to which he escaped for inspiration and sanity. He
loved poetry of every kind whether English, Urdu or Persian. Ahmed was as fascinated by Keats and Coleridge as he was by Rumi and
Ghalib. For us, he serves as a guide to the inner recesses of the Muslim world showing us its very heart. Through the poems, the reader gets
fresh insights into the Muslim world and its struggles. Above all, they carry the eternal message of hope and compassion.
Wicked and the Wallflower Sarah MacLean 2018-06-19 'I loved it' Eloisa James 'Smart, sexy, and always romantic' Julia Quinn 'For a smart,
witty and passionate historical romance, I recommend anything by Sarah MacLean' Lisa Kleypas When Wicked Comes Calling . . . When a
mysterious stranger finds his way into her bedchamber and offers his help in landing a duke, Lady Felicity Faircloth agrees - on one condition.
She's seen enough of the world to believe in passion, and won't accept a marriage without it. The Wallflower Makes a Dangerous Bargain . . .
Bastard son of a duke and king of London's dark streets, Devil has spent a lifetime wielding power and seizing opportunity, and the spinster
wallflower is everything he needs to exact a revenge years in the making. All he must do is turn the plain little mouse into an irresistible

temptress, set his trap and destroy his enemy. For the Promise of Passion . . . But there's nothing plain about Felicity Faircloth, who quickly
decides she'd rather have Devil than another. Soon, Devil's carefully laid plans are in chaos and he must choose between everything he's ever
wanted . . . and the only thing he's ever desired. xxx Praise for Sarah MacLean: 'My absolute go-to author for clever, sexy and fun historical
romances' Jennifer L. Armentrout 'Sarah MacLean has reignited the romance genre with a bolder edge' The New Yorker 'Funny, smart,
feminist and roastingly hot' BookRiot.com 'Do yourself a favor and discover the compelling magic of Sarah MacLean' Amanda Quick 'MacLean
writes with an entirely unique blend of elegance and ferocity that bursts from every page' Entertainment Weekly xxx THE BAREKNUCKLE
BASTARDS Three brothers, bound by a secret they cannot escape . . . The Devil, all vengeance and vice The Beast, all fists and fury The
Duke, all power and past . . . and the women who bring them to their knees.
The Screening of Australia: Anatomy of a national cinema Susan Dermody 1988 Concerned with the period 1970-1987; Dedicated to Bill
Bonney, d.1985.
The Word Rhythm Dictionary Timothy Polashek 2014-04-18 This new kind of dictionary reflects the use of “rhythm rhymes” by rappers,
poets, and songwriters of today. Users can look up words to find collections of words that have the same rhythm as the original and are
useable in ways that are familiar to us in everything from vers libre poetry to the lyrics and music of Bob Dylan and hip hop groups.
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup 2021-01-01 "Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of
liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the
month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be
uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
A Secret Boyfriend H J Perry Opposites attract: when the macho construction worker meets the twink from the supermarket it changes both
their lives. Romantic but macho scaffolder Kevin is bisexual. He’s had girlfriends but craves experience with men. Ultimately, he'd like to meet
someone nice and fall in love. But he'd never tell anyone his sexy or romantic fantasies, it doesn't fit the macho image. And he could never
imagine coming out at work, to his mates, or to his dad. They're all in construction like him. Out, loud, and proud: Perry is at a stage in his life
when he doesn’t need a boyfriend just casual fun but he avoids hookup apps. Luckily, there are plenty of other ways to meet guys. Some of
those are not things you’d admit to your coworkers in the supermarket. When you don’t want a boyfriend, fate will send along the perfect
candidate to make you rethink those decisions. This time lady luck sent a couple of guys for Perry to choose from: the hunky tradesman Kevin
and Kevin's sweet brother. The chemistry between them inevitably means they can’t keep their clothes on. And they must make physical
connections involving hands and mouths. There is a great deal of kissing and man-loving-man in this story. No cheating and a happy ending.
Kevin & Perry's story is another low angst, feel-good, gay romance in the Sky High Scaffolders (SHS, Our Secret Wedding) series. A first-time
gay romance. *** This can be read as a standalone title. ***
The Sea Ain't Mine Alone C. L. Beaumont 2019-04 For James Campbell, winning the 1976 International Surf Competition is the ticket to his
future. It's his chance to finally reclaim his life, move on from the war, and make a living doing the only thing that keeps him from walking away
from it all. But his best laid plans are upended completely when two-time Billabong Pipeline Masters Champion Danny Moore steps up next to
James on the starting line. The young, mysterious, unbeatable big wave surfer is the man that nobody on the surf circuit can stop whispering
about. For the first time since being shipped back home from Vietnam, James is captivated. Danny is infamous, and intensely private. He also
finds himself desperately wanting to see James Campbell again, even more than he wants to drop in on the North Shore's tallest wave. That
first fleeting moment turns the tide for both men, setting them on a path that crosses oceans and defies all odds.
Sunflowers Sheramy Bundrick 2009-10-13 A novel of Vincent Van Gogh, Sheramy Bundrick’s Sunflowers is an arresting and beautiful tale of
a young French prostitute’s passionate, doomed relationship with a troubled artist. Vividly evoking a bygone time and place, Bundrick brings
her characters to breathtaking life as she seamlessly blends historical fact with riveting speculation. A story that will captivate readers of Susan
Vreeland and Karen Essex, and admirers of Tracy Chevalier’s New York Times bestseller Girl with a Pearl Earring, Sheramy Bundrick’s
exceptional debut, Sunflowers, will linger long in the mind like a breathtaking landscape or an exquisite portrait done in oils.
Worth the Risk Carly Marie 2020-03-28 Two single dads in a small town. Is their connection a recipe for love...or for disaster?Mark Murray is
used to chaos. Between his job as an emergency room doctor and being a single father to two boys, he's the definition of exhausted. Yet he
always makes it work. When a new job finds him moving to a small town, he's faced with a different set of challenges. Juggling a move, his
nosy family, and new routines, dating isn't anywhere on his radar.Jeff Rusk has three loves in life; his kids, his garage, and his classic car.
Unfortunately, he's yet to find a man that accepts he and his kids are a package deal. When the new doctor in town rescues him off the side of
the road, he finds more than a ride to town.When friendship becomes attraction that leads to a kiss, Jeff discovers Mark isn't ready to be out.
With one man out and proud and one man haunted by his past and desperate to move on, will love be worth the risk?This 72,000 word MM
romance is about meddling families, a classic car named Louie who is often more trouble than he's worth, and passion that flares out of
control.
The Nothingness of Ben Brad Boney 2012-11-23 Ben Walsh is well on his way to becoming one of Manhattan’s top litigators, with a
gorgeous boyfriend and friends on the A-list. His life is perfect until he gets a phone call that brings it all crashing down: a car accident takes
his parents, and now he must return to Austin to raise three teenage brothers he barely knows. During the funeral, Ben meets Travis Atwood,
the redneck neighbor with a huge heart. Their relationship initially runs hot and cold, from contentious to flirtatious, but when the weight of
responsibility starts wearing on Ben, he turns to Travis, and the pressure shapes their friendship into something that feels a lot like love. Ben
thinks he’s found a way to have his old life, his new life, and Travis too, but love isn’t always easy. Will he learn to recognize that sometimes
the worst thing imaginable can lead him to the place he was meant to be?
Warning Miracle
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